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Abstract. In the context of DNA computing, an operation on words, called splicing, was 
introduced by Head (1987), in his study on recombinant behavior of DNA molecules. 
Recently, a special kind of splicing, called flat splicing on strings, was considered and 
several properties were derived. On the other hand, in the study of modelling of 
distributed complex systems based on language theory, grammar systems were proposed.  
Here we introduce a grammar system, called alphabetic flat splicing pure context-free 
grammar system (��������), as a new model of language generation, based on the 
operation of alphabetic flat splicing on words and pure context-free rules. We derive 
certain comparison results that bring out the generative power of �������� and as an 
application construct a �������� generating “floor-design” pictures. 
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1. Introduction 
The theory of formal grammars and languages is considered to be a fundamental branch 
of theoretical computer science. The notion of grammar system [3] consisting of several 
grammars that co-operate according to some well-defined protocol is an established area 
of study, motivated by the idea of modeling distributed complex systems. The general 
idea of a grammar system is to have components, each with a certain type of grammar 
rules, and there are different types of communication between components, allowing the 
generation of different classes of languages.  

On the other hand splicing on words that are strings of symbols is a bio-inspired 
operation, introduced by Head [4], in his study of modelling the recombinant behaviour 
of DNA molecules under restriction enzymes and ligase in the context of DNA 
computing. This operation was utilized in developing theoretical models of computation 
in the framework of formal language theory [8], which is considered to be the backbone 
of theoretical computer scienceand has relevance in many fields such as combinatorics on 
words [5,7]. Based on this splicing operation, significant theoretical results on 
computational universality, have been established. Recently, flat splicing on words has 
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been introduced by Berstelet al. [1], as a special kind of splicing. This operation acts on a 
pair (
, �) of words over an alphabet Σ , “cutting”  
 and “inserting” � into it, as directed 
by a flat splicing rule of the form (�|� − �|�)so that 
 =  � � � � and � = � � �, for 
words �, �, �, �, �, �, � over Σand the resulting word is � =  � � � � � � �. If �, �, �, � 
are either letters of the alphabet or the empty word, then the rule is called alphabetic. 
Several properties associated with flat splicing in the context of grammars and languages, 
have been studied in [1].  

In the theory of formal grammars and languages, classes of grammars specified 
by different control mechanisms have been introduced to regulate rewriting and thereby 
increase the language generative capacity of grammars. Pure context-free grammars [6] 
which make use of only one kind of symbols, called terminal symbols, have been 
investigated in formal string language theory for their generating power and other 
properties. It is known that there are regular languages that cannot be generated by any 
pure context-free grammars.  Recently, using the flat splicing operation on words for the 
communication between components and context-free or regular rules in the components, 
a variant called flat splicing grammar system has been introduced [2] and studied. Here 
with pure context-free rules in the components and alphabetic flat splicing rules for 
``communication" between components, we introduce an alphabetic flat splicing pure 
context-free grammar system (��������) as a new model of language generation. The 
language class of �������� is compared with certain other language classes and as an 
application we construct a �������� for describing certain ``floor designs". 
 
2. Preliminaries 
We refer to [8], for concepts and results related to formal grammars and languages. In 
this section, we recall some basic notions and results. 

 An alphabet Σis a finite set of symbols. A word � over Σ is a finite sequence of 
symbols. We denote by Σ∗, the set of all words over Σ, including the empty word � with 
no symbols and write  Σ�  = Σ∗  −  { �}.  The length |�| of a word � is the number of 
symbols in � counting repetitions of symbols in �. Clearly, |�|  =  0. 

We now recall the notion of flat splicing on words [1]. The idea flat splicing is 
that a word with a specified ``prefix" and a specified ``suffix" is inserted into another 
word in a pre-determined position. Expressed in formal terms, a flat splicing rule   is of 
the form (� |� − � |� ), where �, �, �, � are words over an alphabet Σ. For two words 
 =  �� � �;  � = � � � , an application of the flat splicing rule   =  (� |� − �| �) to the 
pair (
, �)  yields the word � =  �� � � � � �   and we write (
, �) ⊢#   � .  A flat 
splicing rule   =  (� |� − � |�), where �, �, �, � are letters in Σor the empty word, is 
called alphabetic. A flat splicing system (���) [1] is a triple � =  (Σ, $, %), where Σ is an 
alphabet; $, called the initial set, is a set of words over Σ, and % is a finite set of flat 
splicing rules [1]. The ��� � is respectively called finite, regular or context-free 
according as $  is a finite set, regular set or a context-free language. The language & 
generated by � is the smallest language containing $ and such that for any two words 

, � ∈  & , the word � is also in &, if (
, �) ⊢#   �. When all the flat splicing rules are 
alphabetic, the ��� is called an alphabetic flat splicing system (����). The families of 
languages generated by ���  and ����  are respectively denoted by &(���, ()  and 
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&(����, () for ( =  �$), %*�  or ��  according as the initial set is finite, regular or 
context-free. 

 
Definition 2.1. A pure context-free grammar [6](���)is � =  (Σ, �, �), where Σ is a 
finite alphabet, � is a finite set of axiom words and P is a finite set of ordered pairs (+, �), 
referred to as productions and usually written+ →  �,where + ∈ Σ and � ∈ Σ∗.  

Derivations are done as in a context-free grammar except that, unlike a Chomsky 
context-free grammar, there is only one kind of symbol namely the terminal symbol. The 
language generated consists of all words generated from each of the axiom words. The 
family of languages generated by ��� grammars is denoted by &(���). 
 
Example 2.1. The pure context-free grammar� = (Σ =  {�, �, -, � = {- →  �-�}, � =

 {�-�}) generates the language {�.-�.|/ ≥  1}. In fact a derivation in this grammar 
starts from the axiom word �-� and application of the rule - →  �-�for (/ − 1), ( / ≥

 1) , times yields the word �.-�..  The language generated is 
&(�) =  { �.-�. ∣∣  / ≥  1 }. 
 
Remark 2.1. It has been shown [6] that the language &3  =  {+.4. ∣  / ≥  1} cannot be 
generated by any pure context-free grammar. 
 
3. Alphabetic flat splicing pure context-free grammar systems 
Flat splicing grammar systems with context-free or regular rules in the components have 
been considered in [2].  In fact essentially, alphabetic flat splicing rules are considered in 
[2], especially in the proofs of the results, although this is not explicitly mentioned. We 
refer to these as alphabetic flat splicing context-free or regular grammar systems. When 
the number of components is /, / ≥  1, we denote the generated corresponding families 
of languages respectively by &.(�������)  and &.(���%��). We now introduce a 
variant called an alphabetic flat splicing pure context-free grammar system which has 
pure context-free rules in the components. Rewriting is done in parallel in the 
components but two different components “communicate” by alphabetic flat splicing 
rules. We now formally define this grammar system. 
 
Definition 3.1. An alphabetic flat splicing pure context-free grammar system 
(��������) is a construct Γ =  (Σ, (�3, �3), ⋯ , (�., �.), �) whereΣ is a finite set of 
symbols;�7 , for each 8 = 1,2, ⋯ , / , is a finite set of context-free rules of the form 
+ → �, + ∈ Σ, � ∈ Σ∗;  �7, for each 8 = 1,2, ⋯ , /, is a finite set of axioms over Σ;� is a 
finite set of alphabetic flat splicing rules. 

Without loss of generality, we take the language generated by the first 
component as the  :+/;
+;< of Γ. The family of languages generated by the alphabetic 
flat splicing pure context free grammar systems with at most / components is denoted by 
&.(��������). 
We give an example of �������� of degree 2.  
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Example 3.1. Consider the alphabetic flat splicing pure context-free grammar system 
�������� of degree 2, given by  

Γ =  ({+, 4, =, -, <}, ({= →  +=}, {+=<}), ({- →  4-}, {4-}), {(=|4 − -|<)}).  
 
In the first component, starting with the axiom word +=<, application of the rule = →

 +=, (/ − 1) times  generates the word  +.=<,  / ≥  1 while at the same time, in the 
second component from the axiom word 4-, application of the rule - →  4-, (/ − 1) 
times  generates the word  4.-, / ≥  1. If the alphabetic flat splicing rule (=|4 −  -|<) 
which is applicable, is applied on the pair (+.=<, 4.-) , then the word +.=4.-<  is 
derived in the first component. While alphabetic flat splicing rule is no longer applicable, 
application of the rule = →  +=  can also be continued on the word +.=4.-<  to yield 
words of the form +{.�>}=4.-<, / ≥  1, ? ≥  0. The language generated is  

&(Γ) = { +.=< ∣  / ≥ 1 } ∪ \{+{.�>}=4.-< ∣  / ≥  1, ? ≥  0  }. 
 
Theorem 3.1. &(���)  =  &3(��������)  ⊂  &C(��������). 
Proof: The inclusion &3(��������) ⊆  &C(��������) follows from the definition of 
��������.  In order to prove the proper inclusion, consider the language &C  =

 { �4.�, �4.� ∣∣  / ≥ 1 } ∪  {�+.4.� ∣  / ≥  2 }. The language&C is generated by the 
�������� of degree 2, given by  

ΓC  =  ({�, �, �, +, 4}, ({� →  �4, � →  �4}, {�4�}), ({+ →  ++}, {+}), {(�|+ − +|4)}). 
In the first component, starting with the axiom word �4�, application of the rule � →

 �4, (/ − 1) times followed by the rule � →  �4  generates the word  �4.� , / ≥  1 while 
at the same time, in the second component from the axiom word +, application of the rule 
+ →  ++ ,n times  generates the word  +., / ≥  1 . If the alphabetic flat splicing rule 
(�|+ −  +|4) which is applicable, is used on the pair(�4.�, +.), then the word �+.4.� is 
derived in the first component after which the alphabetic flat splicing rule is no longer 
applicable.  On the other hand, the language &C cannot be generated by any pure context-
free grammar, by an argument analogous to proving that the language {+.4. ∣  / ≥

 1}cannot be generated by any pure context-free grammar, as mentioned in Remark 2.1. 
 
Corollary 3.1. There exists a context-free language which cannot be generated by any 
�������� with one component but can be generated by a�������� with two 
components. 
Proof: This is a consequence of the context-free language &C in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
wherein it is shown that &C  is not in &3(��������)  while it is generated by the 
��������ΓC with two components. 
 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a context-sensitive language which is not context-free that can 
be generated by a  �������� with two components. 
Proof: Consider the language 
&E  =  { +.=4., +.<4. ∣  / ≥  1 } ∪  { +.<-.�34. ∣∣  / ≥  1 } . This context-sensitive 
language is not a context- free language and is generated by the ��������  
ΓE  =  ({+, 4, =, -, <}, ({= →  +=4, = →  <}, {+=4}), ({- →  --}, {-}), {(<|- − �|4)} ).   
While in the first component, a word of the form +.<4.  is generated, for the same /, a 
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word -.�3 is generated in the second component and at this point the rule (<|- − �|4) is 
applicable. Hence flat splicing yields the word +.<-.�34.. Note that words +.=4. are 
also generated in the first component but these words cannot be flat spliced with -.�3. 
 
4.  An application 
Array generating two-dimensional grammar models have been utilized [9] to generate 
certain types of picture patterns, such as “floor designs” (or also called “kolam patterns”)  
treating the picture pattern as an array over terminal symbols, generating the array with 
an array grammar and then substituting for each symbol some relevant primitive pattern, 
yielding the pattern. Here we can utilize this technique in order to generate certain linear 
“kolam patterns” using the ��������. The linear “kolam patterns” as shown in Fig.4.1 
(B) (Right)constructed from the primitives shown in Fig. 4.1(A) (left) can be generated 
by substituting in the words �+.4.�  (generated by the ��������  in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1) the primitives for the respective symbols in Fig. 4.1. (A). 
 

 

 

Figure 4.1: (A) Primitives (B) Kolam Pattern 
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